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Our public transport offer
– sustainable, extensive and easily accessible alternatives
The public transport authority in the south of Sweden.

Trains are at the heart of
and form the basis for
regional travel within Skåne
and to/from neighbouring
regions, including
Copenhagen.

Our city buses link
together different areas of
the city.

Regional buses are
easily accessible and
cover a wide geographical
area.

Together with local
municipalities and our
customers, we have created a
mobility service adapted to
individual needs.

The mission & Market analysis
How can we improve public transport in the Skåne rural areas?

The report focuses on two ideas:
1. Commuter parking PLUS
2. New integrated type of traffic - "Flextur“

• We see a potential in paratransit forms of traffic
• BUT we need to develop the offer
• Market analysis – Literature study and meetings with companies
• Many projects do not survive the project time mainly due to COSTS
• The key is to find sustainable business models
• All parts must gain (PTA, TrafficCompanies. Municipality, Travelers)

Commuter parking ”PLUS”
• Not really a new thought
• The trick is to locate suitable places
– in rural countryside
• Develop these places;
parking car, cycles, busstop
• Work out attractive and feasible supplementary services
• Work with local businesses

Integrated traffic
• Integration of
•

public transport/transit and Paratransit

•

Bus services together with area based traffic as DRT

• Bus services run as usual during rush hour
• Outside rush our – Buses and personnel is
available at Mobility Service and on demand
• New product – Flextur (First-/Last mile or service solution)
• Bus services and Flextur – Self designed public transit
• We hope for better balanced costs

Integrated traffic
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Benefits

Travelers

• Door to door - connect to public transit
• Higher accessibility
• Geographically
• Extended hours of services

Skånetrafiken

• Offers attractive public transit in rural
areas
• Brings public transit and special
services closer
• Better resource utilization - vehicle is
better utilized, trips are optimally
coordinated
• Sustainable travel in the rural areas is
increasing
• Increased digitization

• One ticket for the whole trip

• Reduced car dependency
• Delayed entry into special services

Traffic companies
•
•
•
•

Better vehicle utilization and economy
More fulltime driver services
New market shares?
Expertise raises staff

What to do
• Develop the concept Commuter parking PLUS
• Procure of a pilot “Integrated traffic in the Österlen area”
• IT-solutions, set-ups, vehicles, practical things…
• We hope to learn from the pilot
• What travelers think, how they travel
• How the degree of coordination changes
• How large number of travelers can we handle with Flextur?

• What will the total cost be?

Why a pilot? Follow-up Flextur
• Everything about what travelers think, how they experience the service,
opening hours, booking, etc.
• Is there a certain group of travelers who choose to go
• Outcomes in the form of travel; how and when to go
• How the degree of coordination changes - better conditions more
people travel
• How large passenger flows can we handle with Flextur?
• What does it cost? the whole picture both line traffic and service trips
• In 2022 we should have a first outcome

